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Now in its tenth annual edition, Kiteworld’s Travel Guide has become the benchmark independent 
source for travel-hungry kitesurfers, and is read by thousands of kitesurfers worldwide, both in print 
and online. Kiteworld readers love to travel, and on average take two long haul or quick getaway trips a 
year. These are exactly the kitesurfers your business needs to reach out to, and the Travel Guide is the 
perfect way for you to do it.

THE 2016 TRAvEL GuIDE Is:
+ The most trusted source for kitesurfing travel information, now in its ninth edition, published since 2007
+ The most widely read kitesurfing guide, online and offline
+ Published as a perfect-bound magazine, bundled with the March issue
+ Distributed on the newsstands worldwide and to our thousands of subscribers 
+ Delivered through Digital Magazine format to thousands of readers on Zinio and through our apps
+ Fully interactive through kiteworldmag.com, and promoted through social media

The 2016 guide will also be delivered for free to all new magazine subscribers throughout 2016 in 
print and digital, and will also be widely available for individual purchase as well as via events, shops 
and schools. 

THE PRINTED TRAvEL GuIDE 
Over 130 pages thick, the guide features detailed information on over 40 destinations. Detailed and 
practical information on conditions, wind strengths, local culture as well as the low down on getting there, 
expected costs and suitability for their ability and of course all the best schools, shops and accommodation 
in the area. Building on the success of the previous eight years, we will again offer holiday companies and 
schools the chance to promote their business in the advertising pages relevant to their destination.

REACH MORE 
KITEsuRFERs!

TRAVEL GUIDE

2015FEATuRING 40+ INCREDIBLE 
KITEsuRFING HOLIDAY DEsTINATIONs! 

CLUB MISTRAL 
www.club-mistral.com
+49 (0) 881 92 54 960

KITEWORLDWIDE
www.kiteworldwide.com 
+44 (0) 20 36 085 777 

SPORTIF 
www.sportif.travel 
+44 (0) 1273 844 919

TRAVEL ACTION 
www.travelaction.co.uk 
+44 (0) 844 811 8489 
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ROB DARLING
ROB@KITEWORLDMAG.COM
+44 (0) 1273 808 601

USA: BRIAN GOLDESBERRY
BRIAN@KITEWORLDMAG.COM
+1 386 843 3833 

TO ADVERTISE CONTACT:

TRAVEL AGENCIES:

WIND CHART INFO COURTESY:
www.windguru.com         www.windfinder.com 

KITEWORLDMAG.COM/TRAVEL

2014 DISCOVER 40+ 
GREAT KITESURFING
DESTINATIONS
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AT A 
GLANCE
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THE LURE: Consistently the spot of choice

for the world's best riders in freestyle and

waves, from October to March. Why?

Because the wind is unbeatable, the area

boasts 30+ kite spots, offering a huge

variety of riding, from flat water to five or

six metre waves. Also, unlike most good

kite spots, one of the world's most vibrant

cities is a short drive away offering

endless entertainment, from the stunning

wine lands and the culture of the city for

the adults, to the parks and wildlife

centre visits with the kids.

THE SET-UP: If you're a pro and your job

requires wind, you'll be banging in the

overtime around here. Most kiting is in

the northern part of the Cape Peninsula

and depending on the day, you can find

everything from flat waters, to bump and

jump kickers to big waves. Driving north

from the city, Sunset Beach is the first

spot to benefit from the consistent

southeaster Cape Doctor wind system

kicking in. The wind here is slightly cross-

offshore and can be a little fickle on the

inside, but it's the first place you look for

wind. Waves feature here and at all the

next spots... 
A little further around the bay you come to

Dolphin Beach (Table View), popularly

known as Kite Beach, featuring cross-

shore winds in the southeaster. Many

kiters stay in Table View and this is the

area's main beach with special views

across the bay to its namesake mountain.

This is a long open stretch of beach of

several kilometres and downwinders from

Sunset Beach, along here to Doodles

restaurant at the far end of Table View

are very popular. However, many often

carry on their downwinder round a section

of rocks to Big Bay. 

'Big Bay' comes next with a pleasant

grassy area next to the beach with bars,

resturants and shops. A lot of luxury

residential development can now be found here too, and this is a

hugely popular kite spot as there are more facilities here to keep

the family amused while you kite. This spot is also busy with

windsurfers actually in 'Big Bay' (which is actually quite a small

bay within two sets of rocks, and most kiters now ride 150 yards

or so down the beach and beyond the downwind rocks at

'Karmas' which can feature a nice clean wave and another long

beach. The wind is cross/cross-onshore from the left. 

Drive north a few clicks (or downwind from Karma ) and Haakgat

is a small beach holding a big, advanced rider's wave.

Melkbosstrand (Melkbos) requires a little further drive to get to

along the coast, but works when other spots to the south are

getting blown out. As a rule; when the sou'easter is cranking,

head north in search of less wind. The beach is huge here. Cross-

shore winds and beach-break conditions. 
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AFRICA

AT A 
GLANCE

CAPE TOWN,
SOUTH AFRICA 

AVERAGE COSTS: 

BEER: R15 / RESTAURANT MEAL:

R75-150 / ACCOMMODATION:

R300 - R1000

SCHOOLS:

There are a lot of shops and

schools in the area. Check Shift

One for more or Kiteworldmag.com. 

BEST KITEBOARDING AFRICA are

located on the beach front in table

view, next to the popular coffee

shop, Carlucci's. Teaching all levels,

seven days a week, they also have

lots of demo gear on offer and a

shop stacked with Best and Dakine

gear.  Surf, SUP rentals and demo

days also run.
Languages spoken by instructors:

English and Afrikaans. 

www.bestkiteboardingafrica.com /

m.bestkiteboardingafrica.com 

info@windfever.co.za

+27 (0) 21 556 2765

KITEKAHUNAS run wave camps

from October – March, specialising

in taking you to the best wind and

wave spots, taking the hassle out

of organising your own downwinders.

You can participate on your twin-tip

or wave board and during the wave

camps you can also take lessons

as they teach all levels. Based out

of their own accommodation at

Sunset Beach they also sell

Slingshot gear.
Languages spoken by instructors:

English and German

www.kitekahunas.com

info@kitekahunas.com

+27 83 463 2652 

WIND CHART: 

Av. % days +14 knots

CHOICE RATING:

2 3
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CAPTION – KITE BEACH

VIEW TO TABLE

MOUNTAIN WITH THE

CAPE DOCTOR IN FULL

EFFECT
ALL PHOTOS –

KITEWORLD 

CAPTION – SAM LIGHT

LOVES THE KICKER ACTION 

CAPTION – PETE

BARKER, SUNSET BEACH 
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“From perfect little kickers to juicy monster waves, Cape

Town offers some of the best kitesurfing downwinders in

the world. You can't go wrong between October and

March.” JO WILSON, NAISH PRO RIDER

CAPTION – CAPE POINT 
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THE LURE: Le Morne really is one of thefew places in the world where you canhave a full range of conditions for alllevels of kiter, just minutes from yourluxury hotel. Turquoise lagoons in thenorth and south, white sandy beachesplus steady side-on trade winds, easy-to-ride spots as well as seriously advancedwave spots; the deal is sealed onperfection. 

THE SET UP: Southeast trade winds kickin from May to October, making the north,east and south coasts a playground filledwith the most incredible conditions akiteboarder could wish for. Le Morne, located on the southeastcorner offers something for all levels, withtrade winds from the left and acres of flatwater inside the protective reef 600 yardsoffshore. In bigger swells the waves canbreak over the reef, otherwise the reef isvery safe. 'Small reef', a fun right handwave lies in front of the Indian OceanResort, breaking over a sandy bottom andworking best in north winds. 'Manawa' islocated a kilometre off the beach in frontof the Indian Resort and is for advancedriders. Best at high tide and if there aresmall swells elsewhere this spot stilloffers bigger waves. A nice left breakingwave but not as fast and tuby as 'OneEye' - which is the main calling card of theLe Morne spot for the experienced. Rightin front of the Hotel Berjaya, it's a cross-offshore wave lying downwind of thelaunching beach, it's strictly experts onlythough as the rescue boat can rarely getout to it. The KSP World Tour events wentoff here for a couple of years.The east coast offers a great variety ofspots, most of which are found from Troud’Eau Douce to Poste Lafayette.Downwinders can link up the string oflagoons along the coast. Palmar-Belle

Mare is the most welcoming spot on the east coast for all levels
with a safe, crystal clear lagoon and steady winds blowing across
a long, sandy beach with no currents, tidal effects or crowds. WIND, WEATHER AND WATER: SE trade winds blow April toNovember at 15 to 25 knots, maxing in July and August when the

direction can vary slightly from east to south but, having traveled
over 4,000 miles, are very constant. Trade winds vanishDecember to March and there can be heavy rainfall. Learning is
good throughout the season as the lagoons stay flat but waveriders should be looking at July/August when biggest swells hit
the reefs, but you'll find waves from May through October.Learners should look to visit April to November, and beware that
at very low tides sometimes it's not possible to ride inside thelagoons. 
Air temps 20°C – 22°C / 68 - 72°F  in the heart of the austral
winter (July, August). 30 – 35°C / 86 - 95°F in the heart ofsummer (January, February). Nights drop by 5°C. Bring somewarmer clothing for evenings in the windy winter. Water temps sit

at 20°C / 68°F in July (winter) and 28°C / 82°F in January.  GET AROUND: Rent a car if you want to hit a few spots. Mauritius
measures 45km by 65km, so nowhere is out of reach. Taxisaren't expensive, but barter the price first.Currency: Mauritian Rupee (MUR): £1 = MUR50 / 1€ = MUR40 /

$1 = MUR30. Foreign exchanges, banks and ATMs available.Euros are accepted but check the rate.ACCOMMODATION: All types of accommodation from budget tofive star hotels. Windy season on Mauritius is low season forgeneral tourism, so prices are at their lowest! FOOD AND DRINK: You'll find all you need close to Le Morne. Most
hotels have excellent restaurants and you'll find supermarkets and
more bars and restaurants in neighbouring villages. Belle Mare village is one kilometre from the spot at Belle Mareand other close-by villages such as Trou d’eau Douce have take-

aways and restaurants, offering Creole, Indian, Chinese,European and of course fantastic seafood. NO WIND: The tropical scenery and the mix of Hindu, Creole,Muslim and Chinese cultures make this a fascinating place tovisit, especially on the east coast which remains the mostauthentic. For the active there's everything from SUP and skydiving to swimming with dolphins and trekking up the Brabant Le
Morne mountain. AIRPORT: Plaisance (MRU) is the only airport and is located inMahebourg in the southeast, one hour from Palmar-Belle Mare or

Le Morne. Most hotels have shuttles, taxis are available or youcan pick up your own wheels from the airport.
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“The east coast has its own traditional charm. In the south
you have the epic playground of Le Morne. This versatile
island offers something for every level of rider.”KRISTIN BOESE, BEST RIDER AND MULTIPLE WORLD
CHAMPION

MAURITIUS,INDIAN OCEAN

CAPTION – IT'S NOT ALL HAIRY-SCARYCONDITIONS IN BIG WAVES. LE MORNEREALLY DOES OFFER SOMETHING FOREVERYONE ALL ON THE SAME DAY! PHOTO – SPORTIF

CAPTION – SKY SOLBACH ON A SMALL BUTPERFECTLY FORMED SPECIMEN AT LE MORNEPHOTO – TOBY BROMWICH / NORTH 

AVERAGE COSTS: BEER: MUR50 / RESTAURANTMEAL: MUR400 
LUNCH: MUR50 /
ACCOMMODATION: FromMUR480 – MUR8000 pppn

SCHOOLS:
CLUB MISTRAL centre is in PoineLe Morne in the Indian Resort,embedded in shady palm treeswith a perfect view of the spot.Beginner and more experiencedcourses are held in the protectedlagoon in front of the centre.Windsurfing, SUP and bar alsoprovided with several excellentsurf spots just off the beachbeyond the lagoon.

Languages spoken by instructors:English, German, French,Spanish, Italian, Russian, CreolAccredited by IKO:
www.club-mistral.comcompany@club-mistral.com+49 (0) 881 92 54 960 

KIRSTY JONES KITESURFEXPERIENCE: Kirsty Jones runsclinics at Le Morne in March /April and in September. Includingpersonal instruction with fitnesstraining, SUP, surfing and yogawith the 3 x World WaveChampion. 
www.sportif.travel
info@sportif.travel
+44 (0) 1273 844919

TRAVEL AGENTSSPORTIF 
www.sportif.travel
+44 (0) 1273 844919TRAVEL ACTION 
www.travelaction.co.uk+44 (0) 844 811 8489CLUB MISTRAL 

www.club-mistral.com+49 (0) 881 92 54 960 

WIND CHART: 

CHOICE RATING:

026

CAPTION – THE STUFF OFDREAMS, WHATEVER YOUR LEVELPHOTO – SPORTIF   
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THE ONLINE GuIDE  
The Online Guide on the website will feature in-depth information on over 100 
destinations. Throughout 2016 we will be suggesting the best destinations for 
the upcoming month, and allowing searches according to rider experience 
level, wave conditions and more. The Online Guide will be an essential 
resource and will be heavily promoted to our readers.

FEATuRED PARTNER ADvERTIsING
We have a limited number of ‘Featured Partner’ advertising spaces, which 
will put you ahead of the pack with prime positioning both online and 
offline. With a Featured Partner booking, combine print and online 
advertising with one easy solution, ensuring you’re seen all 
year across all platforms. 

BANNER 
ADVERT

TRAVEL GUIDE2015FEATuRING 40+ INCREDIBLE 
KITEsuRFING HOLIDAY DEsTINATIONs! 

1} Choose from single or half page advert 
options, placed on the page opposite the 
information about your spot, or choose a 
double page that will be placed directly after 
a double page description of your spot. 

DOUBLE PAGE ADVERT (including 
business description and contact info in the 
spot description): £1,200 / €1,560 / $1,995

FULL PAGE ADVERT (including business 
description and contact info in the spot 
description): £700 / €875 / $1,195

HALF PAGE ADVERT (including business 
description and contact info in the spot 
description): £500 / €625 / $825

2} Include a year’s online Featured Partner advertising with a 
banner on your online destination guide page as well as descriptions 
of your business in the text, images and live links at a special 
discounted price. 

ONLINE FEATURED PARTNER BANNER / DESCRIPTION / 
IMAGES / LISTING
ADDITIONAL COST: £300 / €375 / $495

// ONLINE ONLY ADVERTISING //
COST PER MONTH: £50 (£600 per year) / $80 ($960) / €65 (€780)

SKYSCRAPER VERTICAL BANNER (300 x 600 pixels)

STRIP BANNER (728 x 90 pixels)

UPFRONT SQUARE SIDEBAR (300 x 250 pixels)
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sCHEDuLE 
The closing date for advert bookings for the Travel Guide is 
22nd January 2016, but the earlier you can book, the better. 
The guide will be produced with Kiteworld issue #80, which 
is released early March 2016. Once we’ve got you booked 
in, our editorial team will be in touch to work with you on 
all the details for your spot in the guide, ensuring you have 
plenty of input! 

CONTACT 
Contact Stan now to continue the conversation: 
advertising@kiteworldmag.com  // +44 (0) 1273 808 601

www.kiteworldmag.com

ADvERT ARTWORK sPECIFICATIONs

GuIDE ARTWORK 
DIMENsIONs
We can accept adverts supplied as finished (300dpi) 
JPEGs or PDFs with all fonts either embedded or as 
outlines. We can also provide the option to build and design 
your advert for you. The guide is produced in A5 format.

For adverts with bleed, please don’t have copy, logos, or 
any objects or design of importance within 10mm of the 
trim edge!

DOUBLE PAGE
BLEED: 216mm x 308mm  
TRIM: 210mm x 296mm 
TYPE: 200mm x 286mm

SINGLE PAGE
BLEED: 216mm x 154mm  
TRIM: 210mm x 148mm 
TYPE: 200mm x 138mm  

HALF PAGE
NO BLEED
WIDTH: 138mm  
HEIGHT: 98mm 

WEBsITE ARTWORK 
DIMENsIONs 
Adverts should be supplied as .jpg or .gif 
files with a max file size of 150kb. 

SKYSCRAPER VERTICAL BANNER 
300 x 600 pixels 

UPFRONT SQUARE SIDEBAR 
300 x 250 pixels 

STRIP BANNER 
728 x 90 pixels 
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THE LURE: Punta San Carlos is world
famous for its extremely long, down-the-
line point break waves and some of the
most consistent cross-off winds, offering
perfect conditions for kiting as well as
surfing and SUPing. Make no mistake,
this is definitely one of the top five wind
and wave destinations in the world, but
the whole back-to-basics experience is
unbeatable. 

THE SET-UP: Punta San Carlos is for wave
kiting! If you are into riding waves, or want
to get into riding waves with your kite,
there is no better place on earth. Mellow,
easy rolling, mile long waves let you
perfect your wave riding with turn after
turn on the smooth faces. There are five
distinct breaks right in front of the main
launch area giving you all the options you
could need: from big peaks for sky high
jumps at the 'Bombora'; mellow waves in
the 'Beachbreak' perfect for learning how
to get in and out through the surf while
ripping the waves on the way in; to more
powerful rip-able waves for advanced
riders at 'The Point' and on down towards
the premiere spot, 'Chili Bowl', where the
top pros and expert riders put their skills
to the test. From there the waves just
keep rolling on for another mile down to
the 'Fishcamp' and beyond. See – sounds

like wave heaven, right? There's definitely something for every
level of wave rider, from beginner to expert. 
WIND, WEATHER AND WATER: The desert meets the sea in Punta
San Carlos so the winds are extremely consistent all year round.
Peak season is March through October, with 20 – 25 days a
month over 20 knots. Highest winds March to May, from 25 – 40
knots. June, July, August 25 – 35 knot average and September,
October and November more like 18 – 25. The winter months of
November through February still see around 50% of days over 20
knots, though.  
You can enjoy waves here year round from the south, southwest,
west and northwest, but the real magic happens during south
and southwest swells. 
Being prepared for both cold and warm weather is the key in PSC.
Springtime months of March to May are the coldest, ranging from
13 – 21ºC / 55 – 70ºF in the day to 10 – 16ºC / 50 – 60ºF at

night. Water at that time is around 13 - 16ºC / 56 – 60ºF. June
and July water and air temperatures slowly pick up with the later
summer and fall months of August to October being the warmest;
t-shirt air temperatures and water temps up to 20ºC / 68ºF,
although it's always a good idea to bring your wetsuit. 
GET AROUND: Punta San Carlos is pristine, undeveloped and
remote. There are two ways to do Punta San Carlos! 
01: The Complicated Way: On your own, a nine-plus hour drive
from San Diego California with the last 35 miles being a car-
pounding dirt road. Once at the point you’ll need to be self-
sufficient, from food and drinks to water, shade and wind blocks
as there are no services or stores. The nearest town is over 50
miles away, back up that bumpy dirt road. 
02: The Hassle Free Way: Call SoloSports Adventure Holidays for
an all-inclusive adventure, including round-trip small plane
transportation from San Diego, right to their own private airstrip
on the beach next to the SoloSports Camp. All your food and
beverages included, (they eat like kings) including beer, wine,
spirits, cocktails and their famous Baja Fogs (served from their
own outdoor bar and lounge!), use of all their toys: surfboards,
stand-up paddle boards, mountain bikes, kayaks and top of the
line kite and windsurf gear. Each guest or couple gets a deluxe
mini cabin tent, fully loaded with pads, pillows and freshly
laundered sleeping bags, daily hot showers, internet and use of a
games room with TV/DVD, pool table, darts, foosball table and
library. All this in the middle of nowhere in the Mexican desert! 
Currency: Mexican Peso (MXN): £1 = 21MXN / €1 = 18MXN / $1
= 13MXN US dollars also widely accepted.
ACCOMMODATION: Bring your tent or go with Solosports
Adventure Holidays.
FOOD AND DRINK: Bring your own or go with Solosports
Adventure Holidays.
NO WIND: Punta San Carlos offers world class surfing, SUPing, a
hundred miles of mountain bike trails, kayaking, hiking and
fishing as well as tons of cultural attractions, like petroglyphs,
rock art, solstice sites, and remains of past inhabitants.
AIRPORT: San Diego’s Lindbergh Field is the closest commercial
airport, roughly nine hours drive away (or a quick plane ride with
Solosports Adventure Holidays). 

AMERICAS

AT A 
GLANCE

"The Punta San Carlos Solo Sports experience is amazing! The
wave is incredibly fun and friendly and has enough variety to
satisfy a wide range of kitesurfers. Mountainbike in the morning,
surf after breakfast, kite until dark, then eat, sleep and repeat!"
JASON SLEZAK
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AVERAGE COSTS: 
Everything is BYO or provided by
Solosports Adventure Holidays

SCHOOLS:
SOLOSPORTS ADVENTURE
HOLIDAYS take care of all your
needs, from the airport to the
break in this wave paradise,
running lessons for those who
want to start riding waves, to
advanced courses for those
wanting to rip. The Liquid Force
Wave Accelerator kite camps also
run twice a year, with riders like
Jason Slezak. On land training,
video and stills analysis plus pro
photos and videos provided at no
charge. 
www.solosports.net
baja@solosports.com
+1 949 289 7779
+1 949 289 7779

WIND CHART: 
Av. % days +14 knots

CHOICE RATING:

PUNTA SAN
CARLOS
BAJA, 
MEXICO 

CAPTION - CAMERION DIETRICH,
RIPPING 
ALL PHOTOS – CLARK MERRITT
/ SOLOSPORTS 

CAPTION - A ONE-STOP-SHOP
FOR FULL-ON ADVENTURE!
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THE LURE: If you crave sun and wind,
then the four kilometre long beach that is
the kitesurfing haven of Cabarete, on the
north coast of the Dominican Republic,
could be just for you. Open stretches of
golden sandy beaches are combed by a
regular cross-onshore wind and protected
by an offshore reef. Cabarete is also a
great holiday destination with a wide
range of activities and experiences to
choose from and the unique atmosphere
is fuelled by the Caribbean nightlife. 

THE SET-UP: When the trade winds are in,
there's no shortage of good riding and
Cabarete offers several classic spots.
Cabarete beach can get busy near to
shore as advanced riders like to kite
close to each other and there are
beginners along the shoreline, but head
up- or downwind and you'll have waves
and open water all to yourself. There are
also many other options. Take a trip
directly east or upwind of Kite Beach and
you'll find Cabarete Bay. La Policia is just
upwind of the windsurfing zone on the
main beach and is the perfect playground
for advanced kitesurfers. Beginners can
learn to fly kites here too as the
conditions are perfect. Bozo Beach is
situated downwind in Cabarete's main
bay with a cross-onshore wind and flat to
choppy water conditions. Bozo is suitable
for all levels and the more advanced can
venture 800 metres out to the reef to
find a lovely breaking wave. Although not
as windy as Cabarete, Punta Cana on the
south side of the island, offers flat,
shallow waters, beautiful beaches and
all-inclusive resorts. 
WIND, WEATHER AND WATER: Cross-
onshore winds from the right, stronger in
summer, but Cabarete is a year-round

destination. The most reliable time is April - September when the
temperatures reach just over 30°C / 86°F and the waters are
nice and flat. Better waves in winter. There are literally well over
200 days kiting here a year. October is rainy though. Kite Beach's
wind is solar driven, so the best riding is generally later in the day
with the wind cranking after 4pm, leaving plenty of time to catch
a morning surf at Encuentro or sleep off a night of partying on the
beach. Generally the day's heat rises and cool trade winds fill in,
providing cross-onshore winds of 20 knots. These same trade
winds push water on to a well-defined outer reef that kicks up
chest- to head-high waves and protects the bay, making for flat
water on the inside and rolling blue water swells on the outside.
Find anything from flat or choppy water through to world class
reef and shore-break starboard tack wave riding. The water
temperature sits in the mid-20s all year / roughly 75°F.
GET AROUND: Cabarete isn't as big as most people seem to
imagine and car hire is optional, but really isn't necessary as
everything is in walking distance or within a short motoconcho
ride. Watch Susi Mai's guide to Cabarete on the Kite Show
episode 3 at: www.thekiteshow.tv
Currency: Dominican Peso (DOP) - £1 = DOP70 / €1 = DOP60 /
$1 = DOP42
ACCOMMODATION: Go budget or go large; you've got all the
options around here. Some beautiful hotels in lovely spots, or
apartments, like the Luxury Sea Lane apartments on Bozo Beach.
Check out www.oceandreamcabarete.com 
FOOD AND DRINK: Directly east or upwind of Kite Beach is
Cabarete Bay with a great quality and quantity of food options to
replenish your energy after a long day on the water. This beach is
packed with great restaurants offering every type of food and
drink. There's always a party going on in Cabarete, including three
very lively bars on the beach where you can party until six in the
morning.
NO WIND: With so many activities on offer Cabarete is the perfect
destination for non-kiting partners and family. Choose from other
watersports such as surfing, windsurfing and wakeboarding.
There's also a host of excursions into the tropical countryside, as
well as mountain biking and even taking a romantic horse ride or
the full moon boat trip down the Yasica river.
AIRPORT: Puerto Plata airport (POP) is a 25 minute drive from
Cabarete and the transfer costs around US$30 in a cab. Santo
Domingo (SDQ) is a four hour drive and can cost US$100 by cab. 
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AVERAGE COSTS: 
BEER: DOP47 / RESTAURANT
MEAL: DOP500 /
ACCOMMODATION: DOP2,800 –
5,300 per night.

SCHOOLS:
THE STARKITES boutique is at
the entrance to Cabarete.
Sociable and friendly, the
manufacturer's pro riders are
there to help. Watch videos or
pick up some advice. The shop
has a full selection of Starkites
gear and accessories and there's
gear for demo on Bozo beach
behind the shop. Linked with
Luxury Sea Lane apartments
(www.oceandreamcabarete.com)
on Bozo beach as well as most
schools and repair centres. 
www.starkites.com  
sales@starkites.com
+1 809 571 9745 

CLUB MISTRAL operate a mobile
school, so you can be sure of
being at the right spot for the
conditions, although you'll find
the centre nestled beneath
shady palm trees with a cosy
chill out overlooking the ocean.
Providing lessons, rescue and
kiteboarding rentals, they also
offer windsurfing, surfing, SUP,
Laser sailing, beach volleyball
and excursions. 
Languages spoken by staff:
English, French, Spanish and
German
www.club-mistral.com
company@club-mistral.com
+49 (0) 881 92 54 960

TRAVEL AGENTS:
CLUB MISTRAL
www.club-mistral.com
+49 (0) 881 92 54 960
TRAVEL ACTION
www.travelaction.co.uk
+44 (0) 844 811 8489
SPORTIF
www.sportif.travel
+44 (0) 1273 844 919 

WIND CHART: 
Av. % days +14 knots

CHOICE RATING:
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“Days just aren't long enough to do all the fun things there
are to do here. Whether it's kiting, surfing or partying... the
conditions are always good! It's an island of endless summer
where the people always smile.”
SUSI MAI, CABRINHA PRO RIDER AND CABARETE RESIDENT

CAPTION –
PALM TREE
LINED
BEACHES ARE
TYPICALLY
CARIBBEAN!
PHOTO -
STARKITES 

CAPTION - THE WONDERFUL
CABARETE BEACH 
PHOTO - CLUB MISTRAL
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CAPTION - ULCINJ,
MONTENEGRO 
PHOTO - KITEWORLDWIDE 

CAPTION - ST. COMBS BEACH,
ABERDEENSHIRE, SCOTLAND 
PHOTO - SYNERGY KITESPORTS 

CAPTION - KEROS BEACH,
LIMNOS, GREECE
PHOTO - SURF CLUB KEROS 

CAPTION - COSTA BRAVA, SPAIN 
PHOTO - KITE EXPERIENCE 
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